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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Utility model registration claim]

[Claim 1] In the shuttering for concrete placing made of resin which comes to prepare two or

more tabular ribs for reinforcement which were parallel to the length of an end plate, and/or the

horizontal side, and connected both ends to the periphery tabular rib side face of this end plate

while preparing the periphery tabular rib in 4 rounds of a plate-like end plate Shuttering for

concrete placing made of resin characterized by the tabular projection section which forms an

end plate side and a right-angle side while uniting with this joint and forming a part of end plate

side in a part or the joint of all periphery tabular ribs and end plates projecting in the die-length

direction of a periphery tabular rib continuously, and coming to prepare it in it.

[Claim 2] Shuttering for concrete placing made of resin according to claim 1 the thickness of

whose the width of face of the tabular projection section is 0.1 -4mm, and is 4-30mm.

[Translation done.]
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed explanation of a design]

[0001]

[The technical field to which a design belongs]

This design is related with the shuttering for concrete placing made of resin.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art]

In recent years, as what is replaced with shuttering for concrete placing, such as the

conventional product made from a wooden metallurgy group, shuttering for concrete placing

made of resin is developed and put in practical use, and is used widely.

So that this shuttering for concrete placing made of resin may be shown in JP,6-1 29094,A and

the typical example may be shown as a fragmentary sectional view (b) in the A~A section in the

perspective view (a) and this drawing which were seen from the rib side to drawing 1 The
monotonous section of the square called the end plate (1) equivalent to the plywood of the

shuttering for wooden concrete placing, or a rectangle (However, since it becomes the

background in drawing 1 -(a), a notation does not show) Usually it consists of two or more
tabular ribs for reinforcement (3 4) which are parallel to the side of length and/or width, and

connect both ends to the periphery tabular rib side face of the periphery tabular rib (2) prepared

in 4 rounds of this end plate, and this end plate. Since it is not only equal to many repeat use,

but this shuttering is lightweight and a tabular rib is equivalent to the stiffener of the shuttering

for wooden concrete placing, it is not necessary to strike a stiffener and very efficient on a job

site — etc. — in the shuttering for concrete placing made from a wooden metallurgy group, it

has many descriptions of not seeing.

[0003]

However, such shuttering for concrete placing made of resin Since it is usually manufactured by

approaches, such as compression molding and injection press forming, as mold goods with which

the end plate and the tabular rib were united, When it is hard to obtain the parallelism of a

shuttering periphery by the strain at the time of molding, contraction, etc. and shuttering is

joined at the time of concrete placing, in order for the end faces of an end plate not to stick, a

clearance is generated in a joint. Slag leaked from there, or the slag which leaked adhered to the

periphery tabular rib, and the surface preparation activity which fails to delete the concrete

residue adhered and solidified in diversion of shuttering was needed.

For this reason, problems, such as it being necessary to shave even the tabular rib of a

periphery in this processing, although processing of performing cutting for the both sides edge of

the shuttering for concrete placing made of the resin after molding mechanically in order to send

the parallelism as shuttering is perform, the thickness of a periphery tabular rib becoming
partially and thin, and causing a fall on the strength, or cutting area becoming large, and

becoming easy to attach slag to the cutting section, were.

[0004]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Device]

Since it was such, these persons solved this problem, prevented the fall of a periphery tabular rib

on the strength while they simplified the time and effort which deletes the periphery of a
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product, and resulted in this design as a result of examination that shuttering for concrete

placing made of resin which generating of slag does not produce should be developed.

[0005]

[Means for Solving the Problem]

While this design prepares a periphery tabular rib in 4 rounds of a plate-like end plate In the

shuttering for concrete placing made of resin which comes to prepare two or more tabular ribs

for reinforcement which were parallel to the length of an end plate, and/or the horizontal side,

and connected both ends to the periphery tabular rib side face of this end plate To a part or the

joint of all periphery tabular ribs and end plates While uniting with this joint and forming a part of

end plate side, the tabular projection section which forms an end plate side and a right-angle

side offers the shuttering for concrete placing made of resin characterized by projecting in the

die-length direction of a periphery tabular rib continuously, and coming to be prepared in it.

[0006]

[The mode of implementation of a design]

Hereafter, this invention is explained based on a drawing.

Although the example of the shuttering for concrete placing made of resin of this design is

shown in drawing 2
, (a) shows a fragmentary sectional view when (b) cuts the perspective view

seen from the rib side in the A-A section in this drawing.

While the shuttering for concrete placing made of resin of this design prepares a periphery

tabular rib (2) in 4 rounds of a plate-like end plate (1) It is a thing based on the structure of

coming to prepare two or more tabular ribs for reinforcement (3 4) which were parallel to the

length of an end plate, and/or the horizontal side, and connected both ends to the field by the

side of the periphery tabular rib of this end plate. Even if SEPARERU for the size of the tabular

rib for reinforcement, a number, arrangement, etc. preparing the stiffening rib and SEPA hole of

other arbitration, and a SEPA hole arbitrarily in the range which has this structure etc. is

prepared suitably if needed, it does not interfere at all, and these are not the essential

requirements for this design.

[0007]

In the shuttering for concrete placing made of resin with which the shuttering for concrete

placing made of resin of this design consists of such basic structure While uniting with this joint

and forming a part of end plate (1) side in a part or the joint (6) of all periphery tabular ribs and

end plates, it has the structure where the tabular projection section (5) which forms an end plate

side and a right-angle side projected in the die-length direction of a periphery tabular rib (2)

continuously, and was prepared in it.

Although the tabular projection section (5) needs to be prepared in at least one of the joints of

the periphery tabular rib of 4 rounds of an end plate (1), and an end plate here From being joined

by the longitudinal direction in many cases, the shuttering for concrete placing at the time of

concrete placing usually, when it is prepared in the periphery tabular rib of the both-sides edge

of an end plate, and the joint of an end plate and concrete needs to be placed more highly than

the height of an end plate Since the shuttering for concrete placing is joined by the lengthwise

direction, in such a case, it is prepared at the periphery tabular rib of all four peripheries of an

end plate, and the joint of an end plate.

Drawing 2 shows the example at the time of [ of an end plate ] preparing in the joint of all

periphery tabular ribs and end plates 4 round for the tabular projection section (5). [0008]

This tabular projection section (5) has structure continuously projected outside in the die-length

direction of a periphery tabular rib so that an end plate side and a right-angle side may be

formed, while it unites with this joint and forms a part of end plate side in the joint (6) of a

periphery tabular rib (2) and an end plate (1), as shown in (a) of drawing 2 , and (b).

It is very important requirements from shuttering comparing mutually the fields of an end plate

side and the right-angled tabular projection section, and being joined to be prepared so that the

tabular projection section may form an end plate side and a right-angle side, when this is not

right-angled, it cannot perform junction in the fields of the tabular projection section, but it

serves as junction in ridgelines, and it becomes inadequate joining it shuttering.

Especially the wire extension (t) of this this tabular projection section (5) does not have a limit,
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and although it is arbitrary, it is desirable that it is the range of 0.1 -4mm with respect to the

magnitude of the shuttering for concrete placing that there is nothing from the field on
construction and processing.

As here generally shows the end plate and periphery tabular rib in the shuttering for concrete

placing made of resin to drawing 3 Although it is inclined and prepared inside so that the lateral

surface of a periphery tabular rib may become an acute angle slightly to an end plate front face

so that an end plate front face (X) and the lateral surface (Y) of a periphery tabular rib may
become a right angle ( drawing s - a) or ( drawing 3 - b) The wire extension (t) of the tabular

projection section (5) in this design The die length of the part projected outside this intersection

as extension of the end plate section from this intersection on the basis of the intersection (Z)

of the lateral surface (Y) of a periphery tabular rib (2), and the end plate front face (X) in the

joint (6) of an end plate (1) and a periphery tabular rib is shown.

therefore, when the periphery tabular rib (2) is beforehand prepared so that an end plate front

face (X) and the lateral surface (Y) of a periphery tabular rib may become a right angle, this wire

extension (t) Since the right-angle side of the lateral surface (Y) of a periphery tabular rib and

the end plate of the tabular projection section (5) is parallel, although it is the same as a

distance from the lateral surface of a periphery tabular rib in the part of all the width of face (w)

of this tabular projection section When being inclined and prepared inside so that the lateral

surface of a periphery tabular rib may become an acute angle slightly to an end plate front face

as shown in (b) of drawing 3 , it becomes large as it separates from an intersection (Z)

corresponding to the inclination, though natural.

[0009]

Moreover, as it is indicated in drawing 3 as the above mentioned width of face (W) of the tabular

projection section (5), the width of face of the tabular projection section of the part which forms

the right-angle side to an end plate is meant, and in case this part joins the shuttering for

concrete placing, it is a part each other compared.

Since the amount of cutting at the time of processing will increase if the comparison at the time

of shuttering junction becomes difficult and width of face is too wide when this width of face is

narrow, it is usually about 4-30mm.
[0010]

Although the width of face (W) of this tabular projection section (5) is the width of face of the

part which forms the right-angle side to an end plate in this design as it was described above As
shown in (a) of drawing 3 , this right-angle side becomes a right angle mostly to the lateral

surface of a periphery tabular rib, and the terminal point part by the side of the rib tip of this

width of face may become a letter of an inclination to the lateral surface of a periphery tabular

rib, as shown in (b) of drawing 3 .

In the case of the latter, the inclination part is not equivalent to the width~of-face part of the

tabular projection section said to this design, and its die length to the termination part (contact

with the lateral surface of a periphery tabular rib) is also arbitrary, moreover, the inclination part

in this case — the shape of a straight line — it is — you may be a curve-like, as it does not

restrict but is shown in (c) of drawing 3 .

In addition, the dotted line in drawing 2 and drawing 3 is a extrapolation line by the side of the

end plate of the lateral surface (Y) of the periphery tabular rib when having not prepared the

tabular projection section (5) shown in order to make an understanding easy.

[0011]

As described above, while the shuttering for concrete placing made of resin of this design

prepares a periphery tabular rib in 4 rounds of the plate-like end plate generally used To the

shuttering for concrete placing made of resin which comes to prepare two or more tabular ribs

for reinforcement which were parallel to the length of an end plate, and/or the horizontal side,

and connected both ends to the periphery tabular rib side face of this end plate Although it does

not come to prepare the above-mentioned tabular projection section in one and is not limited to

especially the quality of the material of this tabular projection section itself Usually, although it is

formed from a resin ingredient homogeneous as the shuttering for concrete placing made of resin

used as basic structure, and adhesives can be used for this shuttering or it can also fix and
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manufacture the tabular projection section created separately to basic shuttering by thermal

melting arrival By injection compression molding etc., if the usual shuttering for concrete placing

made of resin is manufactured, it can manufacture easily by the same approach.

[0012]

[Effect of the Device]

If the usual shuttering for concrete placing made of resin is manufactured, it can manufacture
easily by the same approach, while the time and effort which deletes the periphery of a product

is simplified, prevention prevention of the fall of a periphery tabular rib on the strength is carried

out, and the shuttering for concrete placing made of resin of this design does so the

effectiveness of moreover not producing generating of slag at the time of construction, either.

[Translation done.]
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DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] The perspective view (a) and cutting plane (b) which were seen from the rib side

show the example of the conventional shuttering for concrete placing made of resin.

[PxswjDjg 2] The perspective view (a) and cutting plane (b) which were seen from the rib side

show the example of the shuttering for concrete placing of this design.

[Drawing 3] It is the partial enlarged drawing of the tabular projection section in the shuttering

for concrete placing of this design.

[Description of Notations]

1 : End plate 2: Periphery tabular rib

3: Tabular rib for reinforcement of a lengthwise direction 4: Lateral tabular rib for reinforcement

5: Tabular projection section 6: Joint of a periphery tabular rib and an end plate

X: End plate front face Y: Periphery tabular rib lateral surface

Z: The intersection of an end plate front face and the periphery tabular rib lateral surface

t: The wire extension of the tabular projection section

w: Width of face of the tabular projection section

[Translation done.]
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DRAWINGS

[Drawing 2]
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